
PROBABILITY: A GRADUATEGURSE

Q:How to incorporate randomness intoscience/math?

Ans:measure theory
Measure -> probability
Measurable sets - events

Measurable functions -> random variablyI Lebesque integral ->expectation
Radon-Nikodym derivative ->conditional expectation

So let's recall the basics of measure theory:

et (Ealgebra) Let i be 5 set

A collection of subsets Ic 24 is called a algebra if:

(i) EEE =>EtE

(ii) EI, Er, ... F Eie
i.e. F is closed under complementand

countable union

The sets ECI are called mble;the pair (m,It is called a respace

Remarks & Aralgebra is automatically closed under countable section:

(D 17: de Morgan's law)

② We automatically have atF, GtI
(r =EvE,9 =r)

Def (me) Let (2,I) be a measurable space.

Afunction : E-> RUSDY
is called a mage if

(i)m(0) =0 i.e. "countably additive"
(ii) X EEF, M(E) 10

↳ KEr,E....E disjoint, MCE,E:)E,mE
SE

The triple (2, I,u) is called a marespee

Remark the series in (iii) has nonnegative terms -either converges or diverges to +0.
-

It's ok either way.

Q:LHS does notdepend on theordering of Ei Why does RUS not depend on the ordering?
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-tingtoProbability:

of left (2,5,m) be a measure space.
If u(z)= 1, then u is called apabilitywe

or just"probability"and isdenoted by.

In this case, (2, 5,m) iscalled a pabilitype
↓ is called a sample space

Points were are called men (of an "experiment")

Sets A = I are called events

Think of an element. 2=(possible outcomes E

I

E =Ssomeoutcomes - event E

P(E) =probabilityof E
·W

Seperations: EnF="E and B occur

EvF= "E or B
occur" Corboth)

Ec -"E does not occur"

EI*=ErF="E butnotF occurs"

ECF) "E implies "
--

EnF =0 > "E and Iare mutuallyexclusive"

MPLES
① Flip a fair coins
e

r=\u,+3 F =2
=40,n,+,(n,+3)

P([n3) =P(ST)) =x2, P(y) =0, ip(r)
=1.

②Ecoin twice

~art,lies, theintermenian, is...
P([un3) =P(n+3) =p(+n)) =p(T3) =ic
and extend toother events by additivity, e.g.

Plat least one tail) =P([U+, TH,+T3) =P((ur))
+P((in))+P(3++1) =E

-3 - D="Uniform probability"on .



Flip a coin until thefirstI③ (waitingrent, Hunt, untrt... 3 =infinite

F =y2 < uncountable

P(ST)) =I,P((n+1)=4, P([HnT3)
=5 ... (note: +5 +6+...= 1)

Extend toE by countable additivity

LEX: check thatthis is
well defined)

· (it takes more than3 flips togeta tail) =pkunners, sunnuts, sunnnnts,...)

=p((unni))+ P(<nnun+3) + p((nnnnn+3)+...

=+ 5 ++... =
=y.

·ark:I is not a uniform measure on 1.

In fact there is no uniform measure on (or on infinite sample spacer)

In particular, one can't talk about"a random numberuniformly chosen from IR"

④ (mpermutations)
R=Sn =symmetric group. Elements -permutations of41, ..., n3.

11=n! I:=22

D:=uniform !

E
make IP(i) =i VieSn 3 =>P(E)= # EcSn
&extend by additivity

· Q: n people form a line at random.

Whatis theprobability that Alice is in frontof
Bob?

Ans: Iby symmetry (ni/ permutations with i(a)>+(8)
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⑤(dialmechanics) Consider a physical system X

&==setof possible states Xcan be in

E(a):=energy
of Xin state war ("Hamiltonian")

ProbabilitythatX is in state co:

P(u): = exp(-)

Here K= Boltzmann constant(absolute)

To thermodynamic temperature
z =[exp(-E*T) =normalizing const ("partition function" (

wer
A assume I is finite

·temperatures:if T- y, P(W) ->Ifwez

=>P-> uniform probabilityon
i.e system is equally likely tobe in state

temperatures:ifT10, P(9w3) -he is w
where wo: state with lowestenergy, i.e. Elwo)-min (w)

=>system freezes in the lowest-energystate.

⑥ Break a stick ata random point:I ⑧ I

0 1

R =10,1), =uniform, i.e. Lbesque measure.
I=Borel r-algebra:smallest walgebra thatcontains all open sets.

Q:Why not 22?I extension of the conceptoflebesque meas.

from intervals (length) toall subsets of10,17!

Note:P(w3) =0 Xw=(0,1)

This is why I assigne probabilities toevents III
rather than ones war.

example, neither piece is more than2x longerthan the others

I=PC!* i) =5 -5 =5.
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